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Employees have the right to workplace conditions that do not pose
a risk of serious harm, and the public expects safe and secure
buildings when at public entities. Theft, vandalism, arson and
violence, while rare, are some of the criminal activities that public

SECURITY

entities may experience. In addition to protecting people and
property, public entities are often entrusted with a great deal of
data that must be protected. Securing premises and data requires
input from multiple departments, including facility managers.
Security, in particular, varies depending on the building and
departments within the building, so conducting a security
assessment is a key first step, followed by consideration of
common security features involving secure access; surveillance
cameras; management of weapons on premises; and vandalism,
theft and arson prevention.
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SECURITY ASSESSMENT
One of the first steps when considering security is
to conduct an assessment of the facilities. This helps
identify inadequate measures and procedures, areas
that should be secured or other security concerns that
can then be addressed.
A variety of organizations can perform this service
or it may be possible to complete the assessment
internally with law enforcement personnel
or through observations and interviews with
employees. Conducting an assessment may also open
opportunities for grants or other resources to help
address security deficiencies.
The Minnesota Occupational Safety and Health
Administration consultation services can perform
these assessments at no charge. To discuss
security assessments, contact Minnesota OSHA
consultation at 1.800.657.3776. Other services may be
available as well.

Employees should be trained about new
policies and procedures. Members should
consider drills or other means to practice
emergency action plans and to ensure
any new alarms or hardware work properly.
See Chapter 13, Emergency Action Plans for
more about this.

yyA means to account for contractors, vendors or others in

restricted areas.
yyPolicies for reporting unidentified or unauthorized persons in

restricted areas.
doors open for co-workers, not propping doors open and prompt
reporting requirements of potential problems with doors not
closing or other concerns.
yyProvisions for enforcement and disciplinary measures if the
policy is not followed. All rules should be enforced.
A maintenance, testing and usage plan for security
systems should be created and followed that
adheres to manufacturer recommendations.

One of the most basic
steps of security is to
control who enters the
facility or certain areas
within the building.
However, given the public
this can prove challenging.

Emergency response procedures should
be included in the written emergency
action plan for the organization. This
may need to be updated following any
security assessment or changes, such as
the addition of lockdown rooms and new
hardware (e.g., panic alarms).

yyRules to maintain the security of a facility, such as not holding

SECURE ACCESS

nature of many buildings,

Emergency Action Plans

Key cards restrict access to
designated employees.

SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS
Using cameras to monitor

As part of the security

strategic locations is often

assessment, areas where confidential information is

part of a security plan, but

stored or used, mechanical or IT equipment is housed,

members should consider

and other spaces may be identified as areas requiring

how the footage will be

special access.

used and how the data will

A variety of options exist to help secure areas. But
when considering options, members need to remember
some basic elements:
Egress and evacuation routes must be preserved.
Locked doors or secure areas must not limit
exits for employees and the public in the event
of an emergency (see Chapter 16, Exit Routes for
additional information).
A secure access policy should be created, and
employees must be trained about the policy and
rules of secure access. The policy should include:

be retained, along with
other security concerns
and privacy issues.

A number of issues must
be considered when using
surveillance cameras.

All data collected, created, received, maintained or
disseminated by any government entity regardless
of the data’s physical form, storage media or
conditions of use is considered government data
and may fall under the Minnesota Government Data
Practices Act and its data classification, access and
security provisions.
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Other laws are in place to protect the privacy of the

Beyond members of the public entering facilities

public, and the entity must comply with records

with weapons, the member may want to consider

retention rules regarding creating an accurate record

the issue of civilian employees carrying weapons

of business conducted and managed. Still more laws

while on the job. Minnesota Statutes, Section 626.84,

protect against unauthorized audio recordings.

Subdivision 2 prohibits public employees who are not

When using security cameras, members should

law enforcement or county attorneys from carrying

consider the following:
Ensure security cameras are not in areas where
individuals may have a reasonable expectation
of privacy.

firearms while in the performance of their official
duties. Though other self-protection items, such as
stun devices and pepper spray are not covered under
this statute, strong consideration should be given to

Create protocols or procedures regarding
the general use of security cameras and the
maintenance of any recordings (e.g., the time frame
that recordings will be kept before recorded over or
erased, if not subject to the records retention plan).

developing corresponding policies relating to their use.

Post signs that security cameras are used on the
premises and/or ensure that cameras are visible
and noticeable. Signs serve to inform the public
that they should not have an expectation of privacy
in the area.

risks of allowing an armed civilian workforce are

Talk to the county attorney or other legal counsel
regarding potential legal implications of security
cameras and their recordings.

responsibility is broad, particularly regarding employee

It is unclear that granting authority to civilian
employees to carry weapons on the job would keep
them any safer than being unarmed, and the liability
significant. Civilian government workers are limited
in their legal authority to use force (compared to their
law enforcement counterparts), but the employer’s
conduct on the job.

VANDALISM, THEFT, ARSON PREVENTION

WEAPONS MANAGEMENT

Occasionally incidents of vandalism to, theft of or

Minnesota law prohibits individuals from carrying

arson of member property occurs. The majority

firearms in public unless the individual has a

of these cases involve

valid permit to carry

property that is not in

license. Many private

continuous operation,

establishments open to

such as public works

the public may also ban

garages and small offices

all firearms from their

in remote locations, or

establishments even if the

within jails.

owner has a valid permit;
however, public entities
do not have this same
flexibility. Signs stating

One method to help
Consult with legal counsel
before putting up signs that
ban weapons.

that firearms are banned
from certain public buildings may not be permitted.

reduce the potential
for crimes involves the
use of crime prevention

Crime prevention through
environmental design
guidelines can help reduce
vandalism incidents.

through environmental
design (CPTED). The concept is to design facilities and

Members may want to consult with legal counsel

landscaping to make crime more difficult to commit,

regarding applicable laws.

therefore deterring criminals.
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Some common examples of CPTED include:
Maintaining adequate lighting at the facility and
grounds. This should not only deter crime but can
also help prevent other hazards such as slips, trips
and falls.
Removing good hiding places where criminals can
remain undetected. This could include shrubbery
or other foliage, fences or signs near entryways
or windows. Trimming of foliage or removing
other objects also reduces the amount of nearby
flammable materials.
Installing curtains or other items to prevent clear
views of valuable items within the facility.
Installing strong locks or securing vulnerable
entrances (e.g., replacing windowed doors with
windowless doors to prevent easy access to locks by
breaking windows).
Maintaining the property in good condition. This
can include replacing damaged lighting, timely snow
removal and good management of the landscaping.
These elements can suggest that the property is
being observed and taken care of and therefore a
greater risk for criminals than a property that is
poorly maintained, which conveys an image that no
one pays attention to it.

Additional methods to help address vandalism, theft
or arson are:
Always lock buildings, equipment and vehicles
when closed or not in use.
Encourage regular law enforcement patrols of
remote locations to discourage vandalism or other
criminal activity.
Store all flammable materials, such as gasoline, in
secure locations.
Keep garbage collection bins away from flammables,
air intakes and flammable sections of buildings, as
these are a common target for arson.
Make plans to address vandalism within the jail,
particularly concerning water shut offs for sprinkler
discharges or plumbing issues.
More information about building security is available
in the following MCIT resources available at MCIT.
org/resource:
“Security Cameras and Managing Their Data”
“Permit-to-carry Law: Restricting Firearms in
Public Buildings”
“Civilian Employees and Weapons on the Job”
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SECURITY CHECKUP
ITEM

YES

NO

ACTION ITEM

Has a security assessment to identify areas that need improvement
been conducted?
Has the emergency action plan been updated based on changes made to
security measures, policies and procedures?
Secure Access
Is access secured for necessary areas to protect important equipment (IT
servers, building mechanicals) and data?
Is there a means to account for contractors, vendors or others in
restricted areas?
Do policies include a method for reporting unidentified or unauthorized
persons in restricted areas?
Are rules established to maintain the security of a facility, such as not holding
doors open for co-workers, not propping doors open and prompt reporting
requirements of potential problems with doors not closing or other concerns?
Does the secure access policy include provisions for enforcement and
disciplinary measures if the policy is not followed, and are all rules enforced?
Is there a maintenance, testing and usage plan for security systems that
adheres to manufacturer recommendations, and is the plan followed?
Are employees trained about secure access policies and procedures?
Surveillance Cameras
Is there a policy for how to manage the data collected from security
cameras in accordance with all applicable laws?
Are security cameras located only in areas where individuals have no
reasonable expectation of privacy?
Are protocols or procedures established regarding the general use of
security cameras and the maintenance of any recordings (e.g., the time
frame that recordings will be kept before recorded over or erased, if not
subject to the records retention plan)?
Are signs posted that security cameras are used on the premises and/or are
cameras visible and noticeable?
Vandalism, Theft, Arson
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SECURITY CHECKUP CONTINUED
Are crime prevention through environmental design elements used around
facilities to help reduce the likelihood of criminal activity?
Are buildings, equipment and vehicles always locked when closed or not
in use?
Are regular law enforcement patrols of remote locations requested to
discourage vandalism or other criminal activity?
Are all flammable materials, such as gasoline, stored in secure locations?
Are garbage collection and recycling bins, and combustibles kept away from
flammables, air intakes and flammable sections of buildings?
Are plans in place to address vandalism within the jail, particularly
concerning water shut offs for sprinkler discharges or plumbing issues?
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